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Editorial: For years there 
has been a call to re-balance 
a union that discriminates 
against England but the UK 
government is determined to 
be deaf so long as England 
continues to be the overall 
funder. 
The meagre acknowledgement that England 
should govern itself, as does the rest of the UK 
has been suspended. When will it be resurrected 
if ever? 
We read that the Barnett formula has been for 
the last 40 years adopted by governments amid 
fears that withdrawing it could severely damage 
the Union. Of course whether it damaged England 
was never considered. We also read “There is 
much talk of federalism, though the lack of inter-
est in England is a big obstacle”. When were we 
ever asked? 
We read that billions of UK taxpayers’ money will 
be spent in Scotland to save the Union. No-one 
asked the majority of taxpayers in England if they 
wanted the UK government’s hands in their pock-
ets to save a union that does nothing but sponge 
off them. Nevertheless a summit of leaders in 
which there was no representative for England has 
decreed this extortion. The article already implies 
that the UK government has federal powers under 
the Scotland Act 1998. 
And students from which country of the UK have 
to pay the highest fees and the highest graduate 
tax? ENGLAND The graduate tax also has to pay 
for all those graduates from abroad that took the 
loans but cannot be forced to pay them back and 
UK students that on graduation choose to live 
abroad. Campaign for an English Parliament 

Aims, Principles and Policies. 
 

We campaign for an English Parliament, meaning a parliament 
for the people of England, for whom England is their cho-
sen or inherited home and who are legally entitled to 
vote.   

  
We campaign for an English Parliament with powers at least 

as great as those of Scotland’s, i.e. a Parliament and Ex-
ecutive (Government) that can make Acts (primary legis-
lation) on the same domestic issues (e.g. health, welfare & 
education) that are devolved to the Scottish Parliament.  

  
The CEP works with academics, business groups, trades un-

ions, think tanks and the media to create the conditions 
whereby UK MPs see that there is no alternative to the 
re-establishment of the English Parliament.  

  
The CEP is a pressure group. It is not a political party. It does 

not contest elections.  
 
The CEP is not and will not be affiliated to or formally linked 

with any political party 

Please sign up on the website via the dialogue box 
shown below and increase our follower numbers. 

Follow the CEP via Email 

Enter your email address to follow this blog and receive 
notifications of new posts by email. 

Join other followers 

 

 

RECOMMENDED READING: The Anglo-
Saxons: A History of the Beginnings of England by 
Marc Morris 
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Campaigning for England: The state of the union 
https://www.hitc.com/en-gb/2017/07/31/the-option-the-politicians-keep-
ignoring-an-english-parliament/ 
(HITC is a fast growing source of news and information on the web. Started in 2000) 
The option the politicians keep ignoring: an English parliament 
Richard Wood 2018:  
Political change in the United Kingdom can be slow and infuriating, but it’s time for Eng-
land’s voice to be heard. 
Ever since the advent of devolution when New Labour were swept to power in 1997, 
the United Kingdom’s political structure has been incredibly lopsided. Scotland, Wales, 
Northern Ireland and London have all had their own political bodies while most of England is subject to 
purely Westminster-rule. 
But there is one thing missing from this equation. One massive thing: England. Devolution has been a suc-
cess across the country, but England is yet to reap the benefits of it. There is no better time than now for 
the launch of a Federal United Kingdom – or a Federal Britain to avoid the unfortunate acronym. It is time 
for full federalism and a written constitution to recognise the rights and powers of Britain’s internal states. 
One criticism of a potential British federal state is that England is too big and what would be the differ-
ence between an English parliament and a British parliament? Firstly, the elections for each would be 
fought on different issues, allowing voters to differentiate their votes depending on the policies available. 
Voter A might like the Conservatives' stance on foreign affairs but might also like the Liberal Democrats’ 
policies on education. This vertical separation of powers would empower the voter. 
Secondly, let’s allow the people of England decide. As a Scot, I have had my fair share of public votes in 
recent years; it is time for England to have its own referendum. If the country wants an English parliament, 
give it to them. If there is demand for regional assemblies – or similar – which would localise power fur-
ther down the chain – then give it to them. If the country was to go down that path then provisions could 
be made for recognising England as a whole in some sort of English Council. 
There are plenty of options out there, but the people will not give an answer until they are asked. It is 
time for a new referendum. It is time for England to have its say. 

~~~~ 
 Should England have its own parliament?  
Robert TaylorTelegraph: 2019 •  
Ever since the EU referendum, Scottish Nationalists have said their country should leave the UK to stay in 
the EU. Yet it never occurred to the English to play a similar game: leave the UK to leave the EU. Is English 
independence from the UK so unthinkable? Only because nobody thinks about it. More than 53 per 
cent of people in England voted Leave, rising to more than 60 per cent in some regions. The most recent 
YouGov survey found that those who consider themselves more English than British (35 per cent and ris-
ing) easily outnumber those who see themselves as more British than English (18 per cent and falling). And 
a BBC survey in 2018 put support for an English parliament at 41 per cent, despite almost zero publicity 
for it and no backing from any major political party. Remainers who blame Brexit on English nationalism 
are making a big mistake 
The “English nationalist” bogey quickly becomes a reason to marginalise the English, rather than listen to 
and engage with them. Theresa May talked about “our precious union” of England, Scotland, Wales and 
Northern Ireland. But the average person has other priorities: no fewer than 36 per cent of voters said 
that leaving the EU is more important than keeping Northern Ireland in the UK. Only 29 per 
cent disagreed. 
This trend towards people feeling less British is not only accelerating but, in the case of the English, utterly 
remarkable. Look at the symbols of nationhood denied to the English but enjoyed by everyone else in the 
UK. England has no national anthem of its own (we have to make do with the British one before big 
sports events), no national broadcaster (there’s a BBC Scotland and a BBC Wales but no BBC England) 
and, in contrast to Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, no national assembly or parliament. 
Whereas the Saltire flies above public buildings in Edinburgh, the flag of St George is rarely seen in West-
minster. And St George’s Day comes and goes each year with barely a whimper. Indeed, English people 
could be forgiven for simply forgetting that they’re English at all. 
Forgetting is what the politicians obviously want them to do. The last Labour government even attempted 
to subsume England into its own regions by trying, and failing, to introduce regional assemblies, so that the 
people of the North East, for example, would see themselves as North-eastern rather than English. 
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In an extraordinary verbal assault, and deploying an absurd generalisation, Jack Straw, an Englishman (born 
in Kenya. Ed.) himself, condemned his fellow countrymen for being “violent” and “aggressive”. And Labour 
politicians still to this day talk about “the nations and regions of the UK” – the nations, of course, being 
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland, while the “regions” make up nameless England. 
But are the Tories better? Not much. Take the outrageous constitutional injustice they inherited, whereby 
MPs from Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland can vote on English matters, without reciprocation. The 
Tories’ English Votes for English Laws (EVEL) was meant to tackle this. But it’s merely a sop. I bet you 
can’t name a single law that’s been voted on only by English MPs. Nor can I. 
If the Brexit vote taught us anything, it’s that national identity is deeply, ineradicably ingrained – more so, 
even, than loyalty to a political cause. You can no more stop someone from feeling a sense of national be-
longing than you can stop them from feeling hungry at dinner time. Scottishness and Welshness are here 
to stay. But so is Englishness, whether the politicians like it or not. 

~~~~ 
Scotland spending 30pc more per person than England thanks to Barnett formula 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/politics/2021/03/30/sturgeon-government-spending-30pc-per-person-england-thanks/ 
Simon Johnson, Scottish political editor and Tony Diver, political correspondent 31 March 2021 •  

English taxpayers 'funding the SNP' thanks to subsidies.  
The impartial Institute for Fiscal Studies (IFS) found a growing cross-Border spend-
ing gap, with the SNP administration in Edinburgh having more than £1.30 per per-
son to spend on public services for every £1 in England. Among the reasons cited 
was the Barnett formula failing to take into account population growth since 1979 
of only five per cent in Scotland compared to 21 per cent in England. This has 
"translated into increases in funding per person". 
Almost all of this difference - 28.9p out of 30.6p - comes from the Scottish Gov-
ernment's block grant from the UK Treasury, which is calculated using the contro-
versial Barnett formula. 
The report also found Sturgeon's government will "almost certainly" receive more 

funding per person to tackle the Covid pandemic than is being spent in England. 
However, the IFS discovered that she plans to use some of this temporary boost from the Treasury to 
fund permanent, "non-Covid-19" policies - many of which she made central to her Holyrood re-election 
campaign.These include free school meals for primary pupils, free bus travel for young Scots aged under 
22, the report said, and "potentially" a large pay hike she unveiled for Scottish NHS workers on the eve of 
the election campaign. David Phillips, associate director at the economic think tank and the report's au-
thor, told the Telegraph the gap between Scottish Government spending and the equivalent funding in 
England was at its widest for at least 15 years. 
The formula was introduced in 1978 when its creator Lord Barnett was a member of the Callaghan gov-
ernment, and was originally intended to be used for a "year or two". 
Instead it was adopted by subsequent governments amid fears that withdrawing it could severely damage 
the Union. The controversial device allocates spending according to population size rather than the 
amount each country actually needs. 
Philip Davies, a Tory MP, said the figures showed the Barnett formula was "completely unjustifiable". 
"You've got the Scottish government spending money as if it's going out of fashion on all sorts of things 
that people in England can't get, and yet the English taxpayers have been expected to keep dipping their 
hands in their pockets to pay for it," he said. SNP ministers have been allowed to carry forward £874 mil-
lion of Covid funding into the 2021/22 year, which Mr Phillips said was a "greater degree of flexibility than 
provided to UK Government departments serving England." 
When combined with a special "funding guarantee" given to the devolved administrations, he said the 
Scottish Government will very likely have more money per person to spend on tackling the pandemic 
over the two years than in England. 

~~~~ 
Billions for Scottish projects in effort to save the Union as SNP sweep to victory 
Kieran Andrews, Scottish Political Editor| Henry Zeffman, Chief Political Correspondent 
Monday May 10 2021, 12.01am, The Times 
Ministers are preparing to offer help to clear Scotland’s cancer backlog and invest billions of pounds in 
infrastructure projects as part of a renewed effort to save the Union. Boris Johnson will use a summit with 
leaders of the Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish governments to suggest injecting money directly into 
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areas that need attention as the country emerges from the pandemic, even 
if it means encroaching on devolved responsibilities. 
The UK government plans to adopt a “show, not tell” approach to its 
spending over the coming months as part of efforts to highlight the posi-
tive case for staying in the UK. Sources said it was hoped that this would hold off the prospect of 
a second referendum, putting the case for the Union on a stronger footing if such a contest were to take 
place. Johnson has said that the summit, which he wants as soon as possible, would allow “Team UK” to 
“discuss our shared challenges”. 
Clearing the backlog of cancer cases has been identified as a potential pinch point for Scotland’s NHS dur-
ing the recovery from the pandemic. It is understood that Whitehall is willing to invest directly into the 
health service, which is controlled by Holyrood. 
Consideration is also being given to financing the upgrade of transport networks. Whitehall could also set 
up freeports with special tax status in places such as Aberdeen and Inverness, which have expressed inter-
est in the schemes, if an agreement cannot be reached with Scottish ministers. 
No fixed decisions have been taken about investment. They will be driven by demand either from the 
Scottish government or, more likely, from individual councils. 
The UK Internal Market Bill allows ministers to invest directly in devolved areas. “That’s the direction of 
travel,” a Whitehall source said. “That is something the government is keen to do.” 
Another source said a shift in tone showed that Michael Gove, the Cabinet Office minister, had “won” the 
battle for strategy over the Union. The insider said: “That sort of collaborative approach is so much 
harder to turn down.” 
Gove, who said yesterday that Scotland had the right to vote for independence in a legal referendum, will 
be working from new government offices in Glasgow in coming days. 
About 500 jobs are expected to be created over the next four years as part of the new Cabinet Office 
headquarters. It is understood that ministers will work regularly from there and new offices in Edinburgh 
to make their presence more normal north of the border. 
Can Nicola Sturgeon call a second Scottish independence referendum? 
Powers over the constitution are reserved to Westminster so despite the pro-independence majority that 
now exists at Holyrood it is far from certain that she will be able to do so without the agreement of Boris 
Johnson. 
So what happens now? When she deems the immediate pandemic crisis to be over she will attempt to 
persuade Johnson to reverse his position and transfer the relevant powers to Edinburgh, as David Cam-
eron did on a temporary basis before the 2014 referendum. Given that the prime minister will not do 
that, legislation will be brought forward by the Scottish government for a referendum to be held. That 
would pass at Holyrood, with SNP and Green members of the Scottish parliament all supporting it. 
Could this end up in court? Assuming the Scottish law officers find that the legislation for a second refer-
endum is fit for purpose, there is scope for a challenge once it passes at Holyrood. After any bill is passed 
by the Scottish parliament there is a four-week period in which the UK government can consider whether 
to use the Scotland Act 1998 to challenge it. That stops the bill receiving the royal assent which allows it 
to become law until the Supreme Court has considered the challenge.  

~~~~ 
Partnership of equals will teach people to love Union 
Westminster can’t wait out the fervour for a referendum. It must share power to win hearts 
Michael Keating: Sunday May 16 2021, 12.01am, The Sunday Times 
The recent elections confirm that Scotland is divided down the middle between unionism and independ-
ence. Now what? UK ministers, rattled by the strength of support for independence in the aftermath of 
the Brexit vote, have indicated they will not, any time soon, meet the Scottish government’s demand for a 
referendum under section 30 of the Scotland Act. 
This is the mechanism used for the referendum of 2014, which temporarily transferred the power to hold 
a referendum to Holyrood. The Scottish government itself accepts this is the best way to have a vote that 
commits both sides to accept the result and will convince international opinion. 
Yet the UK refusal is not absolute, and it recognises that Scotland has the right, in principle, to become 
independent. Instead, it insists now is not the time. Of course, nobody is proposing a referendum just 
now, which begs the question of when would be the right time. So what is the UK unionist strategy? 
One strand appears to be to keep talking about the timing in the hope support for independence will fade 
away. Strong independence movements in Quebec and the Basque country have subsided in recent years. 
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Yet Catalonia has moved in the opposite direction, with the refusal of Spain to allow a referendum only 
feeding nationalist support. 
A second strategy is to love-bomb Scotland. The UK government has taken new powers to spend money 
directly on devolved matters in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. The resulting projects will come 
with a prominent Union Jack. This is linked to the “levelling up” agenda, though the main focus of that is 
the newly won Conservative constituencies in post-industrial England. It is hard to imagine the UK govern-
ment would give anything to Scotland that did not go to those areas as well. The real question is whether 
it spends the money directly, bypassing devolved regimes, or uses the Barnett formula, which lets govern-
ments set their own priorities. Direct spending can easily be seen as undermining the devolution settle-
ment. This is linked to a more assertive unionism. Last year’s UK internal market white paper described 
the UK as a “unitary state”. The resulting act did not formally take powers from the Scottish and Welsh 
parliaments, but it undermines their exercise by allowing goods produced in, or imported into, any part of 
the UK to be sold in any other part.  
A third strategy available to unionism is to address the constitutional question directly. What could be 
more helpful to the unionist cause would be a more thorough rethinking of the Union itself. There is 
much talk of federalism, though the lack of interest in England is a big obstacle. Yet federal thinking can 
still be useful. Instead of a hierarchical system in which Westminster “lends” power to Scotland, the Union 
might be seen as a partnership of equals. The old myth that Westminster always has the last word could 
give way to an idea of sharing sovereignty. There is no guarantee this would save the Union. Yet at least it 
would show unionists appreciate what a union is. 
Michael Keating is professor of politics at Aberdeen University. His book State and Nation in the United Kingdom: 
The Fractured Union (Oxford University Press) is out now 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Governing England: Environment, Economy, Education 
Boris Johnson to relax rules on building new homes 
Henry Zeffman, Chief Political Correspondent | George Grylls, Political Reporter | Kieran 
Andrews, Scottish Political Editor: Monday May 10 2021, 12.01am, The Times 
Boris Johnson will use home ownership to cement Tory dominance of the Midlands and 
north for a generation, pressing ahead with the biggest shake-up of the planning system for 
more than 70 years. 
The reforms, seen as crucial to Johnson’s “levelling-up” agenda, will simplify the planning 
process, making it more difficult for existing homeowners to block new housing schemes. 
The country will be split up into zones marked for growth or protection. Ministers are undecided on add-
ing a third category for regeneration. Homes, hospitals, schools, shops and offices will get automatic plan-
ning approval in growth areas. Development will be restricted in protected areas, but not ruled out. 
The decision to plough ahead shows that Johnson has been emboldened to pursue planning changes to 
benefit the so-called red wall of former Labour strongholds — even after a row over a housing algorithm 
last year that would have brought sharp increases in housebuilding in rural Tory heartlands. 
In a further sign of the government’s determination to flaunt its commitment to red wall areas, a scheme 
to give discounts of at least 30 per cent to first-time buyers in their local area will be tested this year in 
Bolsover, Derbyshire, once a Labour bastion. 
The present planning process gives residents two chances to object to developments — once when the 
local plan is drawn up and again when an individual application is put in. The reforms will scrap this second 
tier of democratic accountability because ministers believe that more affluent homeowners use the system 
to object to schemes they do not like. 
Tory rebels succeeded last year in forcing the government to scrap the algorithm that would have in-
creased house building in places such as Kent, Sussex and Surrey. Theresa Villiers, a former cabinet minis-
ter, said: “We must not dilute local input in the planning process. Local democratic control should remain 
a fundamental part of our system.” She said that “stripping away” councils’ rights to set local policies 
“could do grave harm to our environment”. 

~~~ 
The Times view on using our rivers as sewers: Raw Treatment 
New measures to reduce the discharge of effluent don’t go far enough 
Monday May 17 2021, 12.00am, The Times 
It has certainly been wet this past month but the rain has hardly been biblical. Nonetheless there was 
something depressingly inevitable about the notice sent out by Thames Water yesterday to rowers and 
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swimmers warning that it had again discharged untreated sewage into the 
river. Water companies have been using rivers as spare sewers for years, in-
cluding more than 400,000 times in 2020, with scant regard for the environ-
ment or public health. 
It is welcome news, therefore, that Ofwat, the water regulator, yesterday 
gave the green light for water companies to invest £2.8 billion in environ-
mental projects, including £157 million on measures to eliminate the harm 
caused by storm overflows as well as the trial creation of two new designated 
bathing rivers, the Teme and Leam. That follows the decision last year to designate part of the River 
Wharfe as an official bathing site. It is now subject to regular testing of water quality, with extra efforts 
made to reduce pollution. At the same time the government has committed to adopt new measures de-
signed to reduce sewage discharges into rivers. This will include a new legal duty on the government to 
publish a plan to reduce storm overflows and on the water companies to publish annual data on sewage 
discharges. That follows the government’s decision last year to establish a taskforce with the goal of im-
proving nearly 800 overflows over five years. 
Yet none of this goes far enough. The lack of capacity in sewage infrastructure has been well-known since 
the 1990s. Progress has been thwarted by a regulator more concerned with keeping water bills down and 
an Environment Agency that fails to enforce its own rules. The sums now being allocated are not remotely 
adequate to address the backlog of investment. What is needed is not more plans but action. 

~~~ 
Regional productivity must rise, says CBI 
Ashley Armstrong Monday May 10 2021, 12.01am, The Times 
Economic disparities across England have widened during the pandemic and increasing regional productiv-
ity is a necessity to reach levelling-up ambitions, according to the CBI. 
The business lobby group has undertaken a study of the country’s strengths and weaknesses in regional 
education, employment, connectivity and business activities, as well as social issues. It has drawn up rec-
ommendations for each region, bringing them to the attention of government and newly elected metro 
mayors. “A recovery driven only by limited pockets of productivity is far from a real recovery, and hardly 
the basis for a brighter future. It is therefore essential to target a recovery which ensures future prosper-
ity reaches all corners of the country,” Matthew Fell, the CBI’s chief of UK policy, said. 
Tony Danker, CBI director-general, told The Sunday Times that he believed the challenge in boosting pro-
ductivity could be solved by focusing on building local economic clusters that tie in local, national and in-
ternational companies with universities and government. 

~~~~ 
Children will begin secondary education still unable to read 
The pandemic has exposed deeper flaws in the education system 
Rachel Sylvester:Monday May 24 2021, 12.01am, The Times 
Boris Johnson was visibly shaken by the briefing about the impact of the pandemic on children’s education. 
At a meeting in Downing Street last month he was warned that tens of thousands of pupils will move from 
primary to secondary school this autumn unable to read and many students who are months behind in 
their learning will struggle to catch up. 
The prime minister has built his premiership on a promise to “level up” the disadvantaged parts of the 
country. 
Johnson left the briefing promising to make education his “biggest priority” after the coronavirus crisis 
but Rishi Sunak, the chancellor, has still not agreed to fund a £15 billion rescue package. “The initial offer 
from the Treasury was derisory,” one insider with knowledge of the negotiations said. The Whitehall row 
is escalating but the education system needs more than catch-up tutoring and summer schools. The pan-
demic has exposed flaws that go way beyond the problems created by the lockdown. 
Even before Covid-19 struck, social mobility had stalled. Schools, colleges and universities are failing to 
train the workforce that the country needs. According to the YouGov poll for The Times  less than a third 
of parents believe that the education system prepares their children adequately for either work or life. 
Sir Jeremy Farrar, director of the Wellcome Trust and a member of the government’s scientific advisory 
group for emergencies (Sage), said: “There’s a pretty good acceptance in most areas that the English edu-
cation system is really not fit for purpose and it’s leaving behind a huge number of people. 
Education should be the driver of social mobility but progress has slowed. The Education Policy Institute 
found that even before the pandemic disadvantaged pupils in England were on average 18.1 months of 
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learning behind their wealthier peers by the time they finished their 
GCSEs: the same gap as five years ago. Children in persistent poverty, 
defined as being on free school meals for more than 80 per cent of the 
time, were 22.7 months behind. During the lockdown, learning losses 
were about 50 per cent higher in schools with a high proportion of pu-
pils from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
It is possible to predict at the age of 11 which pupils are most likely not 
to reach the expected level and yet for too many of them nothing is done to turn their performance 
around. About a third of children fail to get a standard pass in English and maths GCSE.  
Businesses are confused by the failure to train young people with the skills the country needs. The De-
partment for Education’s Employer Skills Survey showed that in 2019 nearly a quarter of all vacancies 
were caused by skill shortages, an increase of 2 per cent over the previous two years. 
Robert Halfon, the Tory chairman of the Commons education select committee, said the focus should be 
“about jobs and security and prosperity”.  
Lord Bilimoria, chairman of Cobra Beer and president of the CBI, says schools must do more to “unleash 
the creative spirit” in pupils. “As an entrepreneur the most important skill is to be creative. If every child 
went on a field visit at least once a year to a local factory, and every school had a business leader coming 
in and talking to them, that would have a big influence.” 

~~~~ 
Students face bigger loan repayments to aid public finances 
Emma Yeomans: Tuesday May 25 2021, 12.01am, The Times 
Measures to reduce the government’s exposure to unpaid student loans could include lowering the in-
come threshold at which graduates begin to repay their student debts, which is at present set at £27,295 a 
year, and extending the repayment window past the present 30 years. As many as three quarters of stu-
dent loans will never be repaid in full. 
One option to help the government’s books is to cut tuition fees, as recommended by the Augar review, 
which suggested that they be reduced to £7,500 a year. However, this is risky for universities — which 
rely on fees for the bulk of their income — and would leave some with significant holes in their budget. 
Martin Lewis, the finance expert, estimates that to pay off a loan fully under the existing terms a graduate 
completing their course in 2022 would have to start on a salary of £55,000 and have that rise to £177,000 
within 25 years. The balance of their debt is written off after that time. Such a student would have repaid 
£163,000 — more than three times what they originally borrowed. 
The government has already ordered the Office for Students to slash the amount of money it gives to uni-
versities teaching high-cost arts courses, including performing arts and media, and archaeology. 
While students on those courses will continue to receive the full tuition loans of £9,250, the universities 
will be given less money to teach them. For some, such as University of the Arts London (UAL), this will 
result in a reduction of millions of pounds each year. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Legislation on English Affairs before UK Parliament 
UK Statutory Instruments 
The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (Variation of Schedule 9) (England) (No. 2) Order 2021 No. 548 
The Agriculture Act 2020 (Commencement No. 1 and Transitional Provision) (England) Regulations 
2021 No. 597 (C. 20) 
The Valuation Tribunal for England (Council Tax and Rating Appeals) (Procedure) (Amendment) Regula-
tions 2021 No. 579 
The Local Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2021 No. 611 
The Food (Amendment and Transitional Provisions) (England) Regulations 2021 No. 616 
The Town and Country Planning (Control of Advertisements) (England) (Amendment) Regulations  
2021 No. 617 
The Agricultural Holdings (Requests for Landlord’s Consent or Variation of Terms and the Suitability 
Test) (England) Regulations 2021 No. 619 
The Plant Health etc. (Miscellaneous Fees) (Amendment) (England) Regulations 2021 No. 623 
The Plant Health etc. (Fees) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2021 No. 625 

~~~~ 
Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Bill 
Government Bill: Originated in the House of Commons, Sessions 2019-21, 2021-22 
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28 May 2021: Final stages 
A Bill to make provision about the police and other emergency workers; to make provision about collabo-
ration between authorities to prevent and reduce serious violence; to make provision about offensive 
weapons homicide reviews; to make provision for new offences and for the modification of existing of-
fences; to make provision about the powers of the police and other authorities for the purposes of pre-
venting, detecting, investigating or prosecuting crime or investigating other matters; to make provision 
about the maintenance of public order; to make provision about the removal, storage and disposal of vehi-
cles; to make provision in connection with driving offences; to make provision about cautions; to make 
provision about bail and remand; to make provision about sentencing, detention, release, management and 
rehabilitation of offenders; to make provision about secure 16 to 19 Academies; to make provision for 
and in connection with procedures before courts and tribunals; and for connected purposes. 

~~~~ 
UK Parliament Select Committees on English affairs  
 Health and Social Care Committee (including a member of ALBA from 
Scotland) 
Supporting those with dementia and their carers inquiry 
Many of those living with dementia and their carers rely on support from the social 
care system. However, those living with dementia can face catastrophic costs, the 
system can be difficult to navigate and many are left unable to access the care they require. 
This short inquiry will consider how the social care system is supporting those living with dementia. It will 
build on work from the Committee’s recent inquiry into Social Care: fund and workforce to further con-
sider what changes must be made in the reform of the social care system to support those with dementia. 
The inquiry will be held over two sessions. The first will explore the experiences of those living with de-
mentia, the support currently available and what good care should look like.  The second will consider the 
Government’s commitment to ensuring all those living with dementia care are able to live well. 

~~~~ 
Justice Committee (includes a member of the SNP from Scotland) 
The Committee examines the policies and spending of the Ministry of Justice (and associated public bod-
ies), including courts, legal aid, prisons, probation and the rule of law and advises on sentencing guidelines. 
26 May 2021: Call for ‘equality of arms’ and other major reforms in Coroners Courts 
The House of Commons Justice Committee has called, in a report, for fundamental reforms 
of Coroners Courts to, in the Committee’s words, bring bereaved people into the heart of the system. 
A principal recommendation is that in large, complex inquests - such as that following the 1989 Hillsbor-
ough disaster where many people were killed in a football crowd crush – there should be a legal ‘equality 
of arms’, with bereaved people having an automatic right to public funding for legal representation.  
The Committee also called for the creation of a coronial service for England and Wales, for an inspector-
ate for that service to ensure consistent standards, and for a charter of rights for bereaved people.   
These and other recommendations are contained in a major new report by the Justice Committee, The 
Coroner Service in England and Wales. The Committee - a cross party group of MPs that scrutinizes the 
judicial system and how the government runs it - published the report after taking extensive written and 
oral evidence. 
Many of the complex and tragic cases like Hillsborough involve public authorities – such as the police and 
medical services – being legally represented in inquests at public expense. The Committee said it was un-
fair that bereaved people should not have similar representation. Bereaved people, the report said, should 
not be put through the difficult process of meeting complex legal requirements – and be means-tested for 
legal aid – when the public authorities they sometimes have to face up to in court are legally represented 
at tax-payers’ expense.  
The Committee therefore said the Ministry of Justice should, by October 1, 2021, for all in-
quests where public authorities are represented, make sure that non-means tested legal aid or other pub-
lic funding for legal representation is also made available for the bereaved.   
The coronial system in England and Wales – which registers deaths and, in some circumstances, mounts 
inquests into them – is widely believed to have an unacceptably wide variation in standards across the two 
nations. This is largely because local authorities are responsible for funding it.   
Witnesses repeatedly told the Committee that the coronial service was fragmented and under-
resourced. One expert described it as ‘ad hoc’ and ‘largely dependent on a grace 
and favour relationship’ with other public agencies.  It was not until 2013 that one small element of a nas-
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cent national coronial service began, with the appointment of the first Chief Coroner for England and 
Wales.  After hearing evidence about the variation in service across the coronial system, the Committee 
recommended that the Ministry of Justice should unite coroner services into a single, properly funded na-
tional organisation for England and Wales.  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
England's hero:  Sir John Barrow, 1st Baronet 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
Sir John Barrow, 1st Baronet, FRS, FRGS, FSA (19 June 1764 – 23 November 1848) 
was an English geographer, linguist, writer and civil servant best known for his term as 
the Second Secretary to the Admiralty from 1804 until 1845. 
Barrow was born the only child of Roger Barrow, a tanner in the village of Dragley 
Beck, in the parish of Ulverston, Lancashire. He was schooled at Town Bank Grammar 
School, but left at age 13 to found a Sunday school for the poor. 
Barrow was employed as superintending clerk of an iron foundry at Liverpool. At only 
16, he went on a whaling expedition to Greenland. In his twenties, he 
taught mathematics at a private school in Greenwich and to the son of Sir George Leonard Staunton; 
through Staunton's interest, he was attached on the first British embassy to China from 1792 to 1794 
as comptroller of the household to Lord Macartney. He soon acquired a good knowledge of the Chinese 
language, on which he subsequently contributed articles to the Quarterly Review; and the account of the 
embassy published by Sir George Staunton records many of Barrow's valuable contributions to literature 
and science connected with China.  
During his travels through South Africa, Barrow compiled copious notes and sketches of the countryside 
that he was traversing. The outcome of his journeys was a map which, despite its numerous errors, was 
the first published modern map of the southern parts of the Cape Colony. Barrow's descriptions of South 
Africa greatly influenced Europeans' understanding of South Africa and its peoples.  
Barrow returned to Britain in 1804 and was appointed Second Secretary to the Admiralty by Viscount 
Melville, a post which he held for forty years – apart from a short period in 1806–1807 when there was 
a Whig government in power. Lord Grey took office as Prime Minister in 1830, and Barrow was especially 
requested to remain in his post, starting the principle that senior civil servants stay in office on change of 
government and serve in a non-partisan manner. Indeed, it was during his occupancy of the post that it 
was renamed Permanent Secretary.  
 In his position at the Admiralty, Barrow was a great promoter of Arctic voyages of discovery, including 
those of John Ross, William Edward Parry, James Clark Ross and John Franklin. The Barrow Strait in the 
Canadian Arctic as well as Point Barrow and the city of Barrow in Alaska are named after him. He was 
also a member of the Raleigh Club, a forerunner of the Royal Geographical Society.  
Barrow retired from public life in 1845 and devoted himself to writing a history of the modern Arctic voy-
ages of discovery (1846), as well as his autobiography, published in 1847. He died suddenly on 23 Novem-
ber 1848.  
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
England's history: Queen's Guide to the Sands 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
The Queen's Guide to the Sands is the royally appointed guide to crossing the 
sands of Morecambe Bay, an ancient and potentially dangerous tidal crossing. From 1963 
until 2019, the Guide was Cedric Robinson MBE, the 25th guide. In April 2019 Michael 
Wilson, a 46-year-old local fisherman, was appointed as his successor. The guide is paid 
a nominal salary of only £15 a year but the holder of the post also has the use of 
the grade II listed 700-year-old Guide's Cottage at Kents Bank, which is owned by the 
Crown and managed by the Duchy of Lancaster.  
Until the building of the Furness railway in 1857, the cross sands route had been a major 
transport route in the area, with Guides appointed royally since the 16th century. Be-
fore that, the monks of Furness at Cartmel Priory had provided guides for crossing the 
sands. In modern times a crossing of the sands has become a popular challenge walk for 
charity fundraisers, with the Guide often leading groups of up to 600 people. These 
walks are typically once a fortnight (from spring to autumn), usually from Arnside over 
to Kents Bank, dependent on tide and river levels (the River Kent has to be crossed at some point), and 
are often in support of a charity. The route is marked on some maps as a highway, and Cedric Robinson 

Cedric Robinson, the 
25th Queen's Guide to 
the Sands, leading a 
group across More-
cambe Bay in July 2014 
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described it as "the most dangerous highway in Britain". 
The first official guide was appointed by the Duchy of Lancaster on 29 January 1548, a Thomas Ho-
geson. A charity to control the guides was established in 1877, with the power of appointment still held by 
the Duchy of Lancaster, and by 2012 this had become the Guide Over Sands Trust and was given the 
power to appoint the Queen's Guide. It was Lord Cavendish in his role as chair of the trust who visited 
the 86-year-old Cedric Robinson and suggested that it was time to retire: "'At the age you've got to, Mr 
Robinson – Cedric,' he said, 'we'd like to take the responsibility away from you and we would like you to 
choose a new guide'". 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
English culture: Will the sun come to stay on St Barnabas’s Day? 
Paul Simons:Thursday June 11 2020, 12.01am, The Times 
On St Barnabas’s Day, June 11th, according to weather lore if it is sunny that means 
there will be more sunny weather to come. Sayings about St Barnabas day: 
“On St. Barnabas Day, it is time to cut your hay, The sun is come to stay. 
“If it rains on St. Barnabas Day, it is good for grapes.” 
“St. Barnabas oft times brings a tempest”  
Barnabas is also the patron saint for protection against hailstorms so, because vineyards 
can be devastated by hail, the saint’s protection was much appreciated and to leave 
growing grain standing. 
The feast day of St Barnabas was also the time to start cutting and drying hay, ready to use as fodder for 
livestock in winter, so wet weather was not welcome. There is good news for vineyards, however, be-
cause folklore says that rainfall on St Barnabas’s Day is good for grapes.  
Most puzzling of the sayings related to the saint is “Barnaby bright, Barnaby bright, the longest day and the 
shortest night.” The longest day is the summer solstice, which falls on June 20 or 21, so why would it be 
associated with June 11? Until 1752 Britain was using the Julian calendar and was out of sync with the rest 
of Europe, which had been using the Gregorian calendar since 1582. In 1752 Britain converted to the Gre-
gorian calendar by dropping 11 days in September. This left the traditional feast days behind in the calen-
dar, so St Barnabas’s Day no longer marked the summer solstice. 
St Barnabus was a Prophet, Disciple, Apostle to Antioch and Cyprus, Missionary, and Martyr. A Jew born 
in Cyprus, who received the Holy Spirit, sold all he had, and gave it to the Twelve. He introduced Paul 
(formerly Saul the Persecutor) to Peter, and accompanied him on many of his travels, preaching the Gos-
pel and converting many. Tradition says that he carried the Gospel to Milan, and was stoned (or burned) 
to death by a mob in Cyprus. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
English produce: Gooseberry 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
There are gooseberry growers throughout England and gooseberry  is a common name 
for many species of Ribes (which also includes currants), as well as a large number of 
plants of similar appearance.  
The gooseberry is indigenous to many parts of Europe and western Asia. In Britain, it is 
often found in copses and hedgerows and about old ruins, but the gooseberry has been 
cultivated for so long that it is difficult to distinguish wild bushes from feral ones, or to 
determine where the gooseberry fits into the native flora of the island.  
The "goose" in "gooseberry" has been mistakenly seen as a corruption of either 
the Dutch word kruisbes or the allied German Krausbeere, or of the earlier forms of the French groseille. 
Alternatively, the word has been connected to the Middle High German krus (curl, crisped), in Latin 
as grossularia. However, the Oxford English Dictionary takes the more literal derivation 
from goose and berry as probable because "the grounds on which plants and fruits have received names 
associating them with animals are so often inexplicable that the inappropriateness in the meaning does not 
necessarily give good grounds for believing that the word is an etymological corruption".In Britain, goose-
berries may informally be called goosegogs and "Gooseberry bush" was 19th-century slang for pubic hair, 
and from this comes the saying that babies are "born under a gooseberry bush". 
Gooseberries are now abundant in Germany and France, but do not appear to have been much grown 
there in the Middle Ages, though the wild fruit was held in some esteem for the cooling properties of 
its acid juice in fevers; while the old English name, Fea-berry, still surviving in some dialects, indicates that it 
was similarly valued in Britain, where it was planted in gardens at a comparatively early period. 
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William Turner describes the gooseberry in his Herball, in about the middle of the 16th century.  
Towards the end of the 18th century the gooseberry became a favourite object of cottage-horticulture, 
especially in Lancashire, where the working cotton-spinners raised numerous varieties from seed. Goose-
berry growing was popular in 19th-century England.  
Of the many hundred modern varieties, few perhaps equal in flavour some of the older denizens of the 
fruit-garden, such as the Old Rough Red and Hairy Amber. The climate of the British Isles seems peculiarly 
adapted to bring the gooseberry to perfection. It grows well in the south of England in cool situations but 
in the north it needs full exposure to the sun to bring the fruit to perfection. Gooseberries are edible and 
can be eaten straight from the bush, or used as an ingredient in desserts, such as pies, fools and crumbles. 
Early pickings are generally sour and more appropriate for culinary use. This includes most supermarket 
gooseberries, which are often picked before fully ripe to increase shelf life. Gooseberries are also used to 
flavour beverages such as sodas, flavoured waters, or milk, and can be made into fruit wines and teas. 
Gooseberries can be preserved in the form of jams, dried fruit, as the primary or a secondary ingredient 
in pickling, or stored in sugar syrup. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
Recipe: Gooseberry fool 
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 
A fool is an English dessert. Traditionally, fruit fool is made by folding pureed 
stewed fruit (classically gooseberries) into sweet custard. Modern fool recipes often 
skip the traditional custard and use whipped cream. Additionally, a flavouring agent 
such as rose water may be added. Foole is first mentioned as a dessert in 1598, 
made of 'clouted creame' although the origins of gooseberry fool may date back to 
the 15th century. The earliest recipe for fruit fool dates to the mid 17th cen-
tury. Why the word "fool" is used as the name of this fruit dessert is not clear. Sev-
eral authors derive it from the French verb fouler meaning "to crush" or "to press" (in the context 
of pressing grapes for wine) 
Ingredients 

Method 
Put the gooseberries and sugar in a pan with a splash of water. Heat gently, stirring, then bring to a sim-
mer and cook until the fruit starts to burst. Squash the gooseberries with a potato masher or fork until 
pulpy. Cool then chill until cold in the fridge. 
Put the yoghurt in a bowl and beat with the icing sugar and vanilla until smooth. Gently whisk in the cream 
(it will thicken as you whisk so don’t overdo it). Ripple through the gooseberry pulp then spoon into 
pretty glasses or bowls to serve. 
Serves 4: Preparation (10 mins) and cooking time (10 mins) Plus chilling 
Whip up this yoghurt-based fruity syllabub dessert in only 20 minutes - great for a last minute dinner party 
https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/recipes/gooseberry-fool 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

250g gooseberry , topped and tailed 
200g Greek yogurt 
1 tsp vanilla extract 

3 tbsp caster sugar 
1-2 tbsp icing sugar 
200ml double cream 
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